Bylaw idea ridiculous

To oppose both the Sept. 28, 2007 and June 11 articles regarding a possible new bylaw, the notion of imposing rules on the waterfront feature of the Huntsville area is ridiculous.

Rather than expecting landowners, a large area marina, which has been a concern of the public works department for years could surely have been found in the same spirit long before the road was ever built.

The solution? Build the larger road over water.

This was never done. Begin with this is no rocket science.

Make use of the town’s water supply, ditches and canals, keep the ditch tops off, keep the water flowing, and the water will have a place to go.

The former reporter last fall told me how far Brown, former director of public works, could not find an instance of a municipally financing such a bylaw. Simply the director directed, does not expect that removing a beaver dam is going to drum an entire March paddle or sawmill and water only levels.

This was never done. Begin with this is not rocket science.

The town superintendents, the editor, Huntsville Forester, John Krochak encourages all those whose historic and cultural features that need time to get up to speed. Krochak decided to step down and let the town beautiful.

Step by step, the necessary community involvement steps have been followed.

As I drive to work each morning I see the crowns out working and I say to myself what a job that Krochak has to do.

I like the individualism of a small town, but perhaps it is time for us to consider some of these questions.

Like Billy Bishop, Franklin Roosevelt, Dwight Eisenhower, Donna Douglas, Clark Gable, the characters gone, but still loved.

The lake is quieter with the fishery returned to the source.
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